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Loading screens are unavoidable in modern software
applications, and providing graphical user feedback
during wait times is a well-established way to increase
perceived performance. Previous research has indicated
that perceived performance is essential to the success
of an application, and progress bars have been
specifically shown to decrease perceived wait time. This
study is the first to examine the effect of animated
loading screens on perceived wait time as compared to
the popular progress bar. Study participants compared
a progress bar with both a passive and interactive
animation. Results suggest that with an interactive
animation, perceived wait time is shorter and user
satisfaction is higher than with a progress bar or
passive animation.
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Introduction
Perceived performance refers to how quickly software
appears to perform a given task and is an integral
element of building user trust and holding attention [3,
4]. One of the most fundamental aspects of perceived
performance is waiting time. When delays are
experienced, a user can easily become annoyed and
believe that their security has been compromised [3].
Besides damaging user trust and satisfaction, long
waits can also result in revenue loss, as 36% of US
smartphone users reported abandonment of a mobile
transaction due to slow loading times [12]. A user’s
tolerance for latency also decreases with increased
duration of system interaction, so it is especially
important to understand cumulative frustration when
designing software with included wait times [3].

Related Work
Methods to Shorten Perceived Wait Times
Users have been shown to experience less frustration
when they are given feedback during a wait time [3].
Progress indicators alert the user that their request has
been processed and accepted, an interpretation of the
request has been made, and the system is now busy
working to provide a result [16]. When a user is
provided visual feedback, their attentional resources
are divided, and less attention is paid to the wait itself
[6].
While waiting, users have been shown to prefer
progress indicators to no progress indicators [16].
Progress bars have specifically been found to
significantly increase users’ tolerable waiting time when
compared against no wait time feedback [6,9]. In an
examination of various progress bars, Harrison et al.
found that a progress bar with a backwards moving and
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decelerating ribbed pattern resulted in the best
perceived performance among users [9]. Progress bars
are universally deployed in many popular applications
and websites [7, 10].
Besides progress bars, some systems use other
methods to give users feedback during wait times. One
of the most innovative current methods is to provide
the user with an entertaining animation, which works to
divide their attentional resources while simultaneously
providing entertainment and/or reinforcing a brand. An
example of this is Hipmunk, which shows an animated
cartoon chipmunk (the company logo), along with a
progress bar [10]. Examples of creative animations
during a wait time accompanied by some kind of
progress bar or numerical progress indicator are
extensive, including the websites for the Museum of
Science and Industry, SectionSeven Inc., and Platin
[15,19,21]. This seems to indicate a preference among
designers for providing quantitative feedback to users
regarding overall progress.
Work has also been done to investigate how users
perceive wait times when performing other tasks. The
interference effect occurs when users are required to
perform a nontemporal task during a wait interval. This
has been shown to draw their attention away from
timekeeping and result in a shorter perceived wait time
[4]. This effect can likely be accounted for by the
attentional allocation model, which states that users
will perceive a greater time duration when more
attention is allocated to it [4]. Performance of a
nontemporal task draws attentional resources away
from timekeeping, with more difficult tasks being
associated with shorter time judgments [4].
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Multip
ple Perspectives on
n Perceived Wait Time
As dis
scussed previously
y, several method
ds exist for
allevia
ating the perceive
ed wait time in the
e user
experrience, with design
ners seeming to have
h
a
preferrence for progress
s bars and/or pass
sive animations
[7,10,,15,19,21]. The perceived
p
user waiit time for
variou
us types of progre
ess bars has been investigated,
and design recommend
dations have been
n made based
on the
e results [9]. How
wever, questions still
s
remain
aboutt which type of loa
ading screen resullts in the
shorte
est perceived waitt time and which provides
p
the
most satisfaction to the
e user. The main goal
g
of the
present study is to address these questio
ons by gaining
user insights on different types of loadin
ng screens.
Examining Other Influe
ences
Creatiive thinkers have been shown to differ from
analyttical thinkers in th
heir use of attentio
onal resources.
When attentional resou
urces must be diviided, creative
people
e show more diffic
culty completing a task than
analyttical thinkers, who
o are capable of maintaining
m
a
more narrow focus [1].. It is also believed that there are
fundamental difference
es in demographics, personalities,
and personal tastes bettween Mac and Windows
W
users
[13]. This study also aiims to investigate
e the effect of
these supposed differen
nces on loading sc
creen
preferrence.

Figure 1: Three loading scre
eens
were tested: progress bar,
passive animation, and
interactive animation.

Visuall appearance can be crucial to cons
sumer response
[2] an
nd often results in
n judgments aboutt the elegance
[5] an
nd functionality [1
14] of the productt. This illustrates
that user
u
enjoyment ca
an be directly related to
perceived performance. In order to make robust
sugge
estions for designe
ers implementing new interfaces,
overall user enjoymentt was also investig
gated.
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Method
Participantts
Participantts included 145 sttudents from a larrge
research u
university in the n
northeastern Unite
ed States.
Their agess ranged from 18--29 (M=20.12), an
nd 68%
were fema
ale. Students were
e recruited via an on-campus
web-based
d recruitment systtem and received course
credit for p
participating.
Materials
We explorred three types of loading screen de
esigns, as
shown in F
Figure 1. Each parrticipant was show
wn all three
loading sc reens through an internet-connecte
ed web
browser in
n the order shown
n and answered th
he same
survey que
estions.
LOADING SCREENS
The first lo
oading screen des
sign featured a blu
ue progress
bar. A pro gress bar with a b
backward-moving
deceleratin
ng ribbed pattern was used, as this
s has been
found to h
have the shortest perceived time when
compared to other progress
s bar types [9]. The progress
bar served
d as a control to c
compare against the other
loading sc reens.
The secon d loading screen design featured an
animation of a colorful New
wton’s cradle. The animation
was not in
nteractive, and participants simply w
watched
the swingiing cradle. The fin
nal loading screen featured
the same a
animation, but us
sers were given an
n
instruction
n to “Swing the crradle!” and had th
he ability to
interact w ith it through click
king and dragging
g each ball
in any way
y that they chose. The Newton’s crradle
animation was chosen beca
ause of its simpliciity, lack of
emotion-in
nducing qualities, and ability to serrve as both
a passive a
and interactive an
nimation.
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Loading
Screen
Progress
Bar
Passive
Animation
Interactive
Animation

Rating
3.56±0.092
3.38±0.11
4.35±0.11

Table 2: Average ratings of
speed for individual loading
screens. The interactive
animation had the highest
perceived speed rating.

Loading
Screen
Progress
Bar
Passive
Animation
Interactive
Animation

Rating
3.47±0.093
4.01±0.12
4.78±0.11

Table 2: Average ratings of
enjoyment for individual loading
screens. The interactive
animation had the highest
enjoyment rating.

SURVEY
After viewing each loading screen for 10 seconds,
participants were asked a series of questions about the
specific screen they had just seen, including Likert scale
ratings (1-7) of perceived speed and enjoyment. After
all loading screens were shown, participants were taken
to a final page of questions that asked for forced
comparisons of all of the loading screens. Because
these questions were answered after all loading screens
had been seen, much of the order bias that may have
been present in the results from the individual loading
screen questions was eliminated. Participants then
provided demographic information and took a TIPI (Ten
Item Personality Measure) test [8]. This test helped us
to gauge participants’ personality traits through a
series of ten questions.
PROCEDURE
The prospective paradigm occurs when users are
informed at the start of an experiment that they will be
judging time. It causes them to focus their attention
specifically on the passage of time and often induces
self-generated time-keeping strategies [4]. For this
reason, participants were told that they would be
judging different loading screens and were not informed
that the perceived time for each screen would be a
specific focus of the study.
After giving their consent to participate, participants
were immediately sent to the first loading screen and
completed the abovementioned survey. Sequential
presentation of the loading screens with intermittent
questions was necessary to hide the fact that the
loading screens were all shown for the same time
duration. The decision to not present the loading
screens in a random order was made because of the
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situation in which a participant would see the
interactive animation before the passive animation. In
this case, the user would likely be confused about why
they could no longer interact with the animation, and
feelings of annoyance or anger might unfairly influence
their perception of the loading screens. The entire
process took about 45 minutes to complete.

Results and Discussion
The data suggests that a loading screen with an
interactive animation will be perceived as faster and
liked more than a loading screen with a progress bar or
passive animation.
Which loading screen do users perceive as the fastest?
After viewing each individual screen, participants rated
the perceived speed. The average ratings can be seen
in Table 1. After viewing all of the loading screens,
participants were forced to choose which they believed
was the fastest. These responses can be seen in Figure
2. The interactive loading screen was seen as the
fastest overall, and the passive animation was
universally perceived as the slowest loading screen.
The faster perceived speed of the progress bar
compared with the passive animation could suggest
that users prefer some type of progress indicator over a
passive animation that gives no information regarding
how much time remains.
Which loading screen is most enjoyable for users?
After viewing each individual loading screen,
participants rated their level of enjoyment. The average
ratings can be seen in Table 2. After viewing all of the
loading screens, participants were forced to choose
which of the loading screens they liked the most. These
responses can be seen in Figure 2. Overall, the
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intera
active animation was
w the most liked
d of all the
loadin
ng screens.
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least liked . However, these results showed m
more
variation tthan the overall re
esults and need to
o be further
investigate
ed.
Implication
ns for Design
Our prima ry design suggesttion is to give use
ers a
simple, no
ontemporal task to
o perform during wait times.
An interacctive animation dis
stracts users, and
d they
devote lesss attentional reso
ources to time-kee
eping. In
this way, tthe loading time s
seems shorter, an
nd the
perceived performance of th
he application is improved.
Because o
of possible variatio
ons among percep
ption and
preference
e among sub-popu
ulations, designerrs might
also want to consider who ttheir software will be
predomina
antly used by whe
en making decisions about
loading sc reen types.

Figure
e 3: Responses for fastest
f
and most like
ed loading screen.
The intteractive animation was perceived as th
he fastest and was
most liked by a majority of
o participants.

Resultts in the Context of Other Factors
Last, we looked at the differences in results with
respect to openness score, gender, and operating
system
m used.
Openn
ness to new experriences, one of the Big Five
personality traits, is dirrectly related to creative,
reflecttive thinking [8]. Openness was me
easured using
the TIIPI method. Of the
e participants, 13 tested as
definittively creative and
d 34 as analytical. A majority of
participants were female, 67.6%, and 32
2.4% were
male. Participants cons
sisted of 80% Mac
c users and
19.3%
% Windows users. In all sub-popula
ations
examined, the interactiive animation was
s perceived as
the fa
astest and was the
e most liked, and the passive
anima
ation was perceive
ed as the slowest and was the

Next Ste
eps and Curren
nt Limitations
There are several limitation
ns that should be c
considered
when interrpreting these res
sults and used to motivate
future worrk on this topic. First, the study was
performed
d with students at a university in th
he
northeaste
ern United States,, and the results m
might not
generalize
e to other populatiions. However, co
ollege-aged
young adu
ults are the most a
active users of the
e internet
[18], so th
his sample is usefful for understanding
everyday p
perception of perfformance. In the ffuture, we
encourage
e other researcherrs to study perceiv
ved wait
times for v
various loading sc
creens among diffferent age
groups tha
at might perceive software perform
mance
differently
y and cultures thatt may perceive tim
me
differently
y [20].
A repeated
d measures ANOV
VA needs to be conducted to
determine
e the significance o
of these prelimina
ary
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findings. Because participants were disproportionately
female, analyses must be run controlling for gender.
Our research focused specifically on perceived
performance of loading screens viewed through a web
browser on a computer. The results found may not
generalize to all loading screens, such as those found
on mobile devices. Attentional resources are
particularly fragmented in mobile HCI [17], and the
effect of various loading screen designs in a mobile
context should be examined.
This study examined three different loading screen
designs separately. However, many applications use
multiple design types at once [2,10,15,19,21], such as
an animation with a simultaneous progress bar. Further
work in combining various types of loading feedback
and examining perceived performance will be useful in
making more robust design suggestions.
The wait times experienced by participants in this study
were a relatively short 10 seconds each, wherein it has
been shown that waiting information (e.g. a duration or
countdown estimate) is minimally helpful to users [11].
However, duration information has proven useful during
medium and long waits, with countdown information
being particularly beneficial during long waits [11]. It is
recommended that the role of various loading screen
designs for longer wait times be examined.
One surprising result was participants’ overall
perception of the passive animation, which was
universally thought to be the slowest and least liked.
We believe that the nature of the animation may be the
cause of this result. The rhythmic, leisurely-swinging
pendulum could have brought about feelings of
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slowness and lag. In a future study, it could be useful
to try to examine an animation with no possible
temporal association.
Lastly, the interactive animation in this study was not
meant to be mentally challenging for users and was
simply meant to divide their attentional resources by
giving them a nontemporal task to perform during the
wait time. It could be useful to examine the effect of
having users perform more cognitively intensive tasks
during a loading time, as this has been shown to
decrease perceptions of time [4].
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